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How G-Tex Construction, Inc. provides civil
construction services using the latest GPS
and 3D Automatic Machine technology.
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The Contractor’s Choice

C

oastal Ice was founded in 2002 when owner Scott McAlister
wanted to leave the corporate duties and return back to
personal customer service. Scott’s desire was to focus
on direct sales & delivery, customer service excellence,
and integrity in the industry through committed dedication.
To this day, Scott has employees with 274 combined years of
experience in the ice industry.
Coastal Ice delivers ice and
bottled water to jobsite
locations,
and
provides
ice boxes for storage at
no charge with purchases.
Coastal
Ice’s
specialties
include daily deliveries of
thousands of ice products to
employees to ensure their
safety from heat exhaustion.
ABC members rely on Coastal
Ice for their ice supply at
events and jobsites.
With over 50 pieces of
equipment including tractor
trailers, Coastal Ice can
handle any job at any time.
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All trucks have lift gates to deliver in minutes keeping our
customers’ ice frozen.
Coastal Ice also supplies only the best products that meet FDA
food labeling requirements, and are thoroughly inspected to
earn certificates from the Department of Defense and Kosher.
Coastal Ice produces, holds, and transports ice in clean and
sanitary conditions, and monitors the cleanliness of the water
used to make the ice.
With access to thousands of pallets of ice and an average of
600 pallets of water in stock every day, there’s no need to sweat
over Coastal Ice’s capabilities to handle any ice or water needs.
Call 281-812-1067 or visit www.coastal-ice.com to learn more.

W

e’ve reached the end of the second quarter and work seems to be
picking up across the region. Most of the members I’ve talked to
over the last six months have said backlog is going up in all sectors,
and ABC’s Construction Backlog Indicator shows that backlog is on
the rise after a brief decline in January.

May was National Construction Safety Month. Many ABC members took part in the National
Safety Stand down earlier in the month. In 2017, there were 971 fatalities on construction

Letter
From The
Chair

sites across the nation. That means every two days, five construction workers didn’t come
home to their families. As an industry, we can do better and must do better to ensure that our
employees are going home safely.
ABC has a world class safety management system available, at no cost, to ABC members. This
system, called Safety Training Evaluation Process (STEP), can help you identify and close gaps in
your safety program. STEP members see an average 85% reduction in TRIR and are 48% safer
than the BLS industry average for construction. Zero injuries are no longer a long shot, with
collaboration and dedication we can get there. ABC Greater Houston is a national leader in
safety with over 50% of our eligible members participating in STEP. If you haven’t yet filled out
the STEP safety evaluation, please don’t wait any longer. Visit ABCHouston.org to learn more
and help us lead ABC and the construction industry into a safer future.
Finally, I wanted to share with those of you who missed it that ABC Greater Houston celebrated
its 50th anniversary in late April. Many of the chapter chairs from the past 50 years joined us at
the Rice Hotel for a fun look back at the history of this organization. ABC received proclamations
from the United States Congress, Texas Legislature, and the City of Houston commemorating
this milestone anniversary.
I’d like to leave you with the words of Marvin Woodfin, executive secretary of Brown and Root
and first Chairman of the Greater Houston Chapter, that he spoke when the chapter was voted
into existence in 1969. “Now, to look ahead for the moment: I believe ABC offers the solution
to a great many problems of our problem- burdened nation. I believe ABC represents the finest
practical application of free enterprise that exists. And free enterprise is the answer to inflation,
to teaching misguided kids that the road they seek to utopia is called Opportunity and is paved
with Hard Work.”
I believe Marvin’s words are as true today as they were 50 years ago, and I look forward to the
next 50 years at ABC Greater Houston.
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Start your safety journey
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OSHA Adds Drones
to its Investigation Arsenal
B Y

M A R K

J O D O N

OSHA’s investigation techniques are keeping pace with
technological developments. OSHA is now using “unmanned
aircraft systems” or “drones” to collect evidence during
inspections and investigations. Drones may be deployed in
those workplace investigations where there are areas that are
inaccessible or pose a safety risk to inspection personnel.

OSHA will share any photographs and other data collected by
the drone during the inspection. Once consent is given, the
employer should monitor OSHA’s flight operations to ensure
that OSHA is abiding by the agreed upon flight parameters, as
well as OSHA and FAA requirements surrounding the use of
drones.

In 2018, OSHA deployed drones with the employers’ consent
in nine inspections where conditions were too dangerous for
inspectors to enter. Some examples of dangerous conditions
where drones were used included an oil rig fire, a building
collapse, an accident on a television tower and a chemical plant
explosion.

OSHA has a May 18, 2018 enforcement memorandum on its
website with more details regarding the use of drones during
inspections and investigations. According to the memo, drones
may only be flown during daylight hours and the operator must
maintain a line of sight with the drone at all times. Flight speed
may not exceed 100 mph and the drone may not be flown more
than 400 feet above the ground. The drone must not be flown
over any on-ground personnel who are not directly participating
in the inspection. OSHA must notify all persons on site before
starting the drone flight.

Prior to using a drone during an OSHA inspection, OSHA must
obtain express consent from the employer to deploy the drone.
There are concerns that the use of drones could expand the
scope of OSHA’s inspection, but that risk exists anytime OSHA
investigators come onto a worksite for an inspection. OSHA
inspectors are permitted to cite employers for violations that
are in plain sight during the course of the inspection. Drone
cameras may capture more hazards in plain sight than an
inspector would normally see during a traditional walk around
inspection. OSHA also cooperates with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). There is a possibility that OSHA drones
could discover conditions that violate the EPA laws and OSHA
may share that information with the EPA.
If an employer does consent to the use of a drone during an
OSHA inspection, consideration must be given to whether the
drone can be flown without causing damage or interruption to
equipment and processes on site. Another consideration to
take into account is whether there is any risk that the drone’s
images would expose a company’s trade secrets or confidential
equipment or processes. Prior to giving consent, Employers
and OSHA should agree upon the actual flight plan and the
area where photographs and other data may be collected.
Additionally, the agreement should include a requirement that
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To prepare for the possibility that OSHA may request drone use
during an inspection or investigation at one of your worksites,
employers should plan for this contingency. This planning may
include the designation of a member of management in your
safety department and tasking that person to become familiar
with OSHA’s guidelines regarding drone use. An internal
procedure and checklist can be developed regarding what
terms and conditions to which the company is willing to agree
as a condition for consenting to OSHA using a drone during its
inspection. This advance planning is critical to protecting your
rights in connection with an OSHA inspection and investigation. u

Mark Jodon, with Littler Mendelson, P.C., is boardcertified in labor and employment law by the Texas
Board of Legal Specialization. Mark has over 30 years
of experience defending employers in all aspects of
employment law, including OSHA citations. Mark serves
ABC as one of its chapter attorneys. He can be reached
at mjodon@littler.com and (713) 652-4739.

FIND AND DO BUSINESS
WITH OTHER ABC MEMBERS.
FindContractors.com lets you search

for members by name, chapter, location,
sales volume or type of construction, plus
it’s easy to find members that participate in
STEP, have federal designations and have
signed the Drug- and Alcohol-Free Workplace
Pledge. You can also update your membership
information—and win more work!

Check out FindContractors.com today.

Our construction team

builds
solutions

relationships by providing clients with

HOUSTON

|

OKLAHOMA CITY

|

based on experience.

WWW.PORTERHEDGES.COM
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See Your Business Through a New Lens:
How a Simple Installation Can Save Lives and Money
B Y

Z A C H A R Y

R I D N E R

you’ve been in one. They eliminate the he said/she said accusations
and help evaluators get right to the facts, saving time and valuable
resources.
Recently, there has been a great deal of reporting on scammers
that exploit states with no-fault auto insurance. Under this system,
anyone in a car accident is entitled to insurance payment for
damages, and the government generally will not get involved in
determining who is at fault. Oftentimes, scammers will be paid
quick cash after an accident and sign numerous forms for types
of bogus ailments. According to Insurance.com, Scammers can
target fleet vehicles knowing fleets are more likely to be insured.
If a fleet can capture the accident on a dash cam, it is often able to
show that the accident was staged.

T

he construction industry has been thrust into the age of
instant gratification and data, making it difficult to discern
which technology to integrate. However, in a world where
everything revolves around smartphones and tech gadgets,
dash cameras are one must-have system that can be beneficial to
the construction industry.
Whether your main goal is to protect yourself in an accident,
eliminate fraud attempts on your business, keep your drivers
accountable, or reduce your insurance premium, equipping your
fleet vehicles with dash cams is a worthwhile investment.
Keep drivers accountable.
A little bit of extra accountability from monitoring drivers can help
save lives. The National Safety Council reports there are 1.6 million
crashes per year from cellphone-distracted driving. Sometimes, it’s
so mindless for drivers to pick up their cellphone to check it even
while driving, but having the dash cam in the vehicle is a visual
reminder to stay focused on the road.
Dash cams reduce insurance disputes.
According to Insurance,com, Insurance claims can be processed
very slowly after an accident where the cause is unclear. This
can take lengthy periods of time while the insurance company
requests statements from drivers, passengers, and witnesses. A
dash cam video of what happened can speed up the evidencecollection process and lead to a faster payout from your insurer.

Accidents were reduced by 42% in fleets with dash cams,
according to a study by NHTSA.
“Safety first” is a popular motto in the construction industry. Take
it to the next level by adding the safety factor to transportation
to and from job sites. With one added product, companies
not only see an increase in good driving behavior from their
employees, but also experience lowered fuel costs due to reduced
unauthorized vehicle use and increased accountability. Ultimately,
those companies can stress less about the safety and efficiency of
their fleets and focus more time and energy on what they do best.
Dash cams are an added piece of equipment that have been
proven to reduce accidents, simply because of the added sense
of responsibility given to the drivers when they know they’re being
recorded. To lower chances of an accident by almost 50% is huge
and so worth the investment. u
Gusner, Penny. August 2017. 7 Reasons to Use a Dashboard Camera.
Insurance.com.
https://www.insurance.com/auto-insurance/claims/7reasons-to-use-a-dash-cam.html

Zachary Ridner is the Director of Business Development
for Fleet IQ. Fleet IQ is an ABC member and a
Houston-based company providing comprehensive
GPS solutions for both motor vehicles and equipment.
Contact Zac at 713.702.6486 or Zachary@fleetIQ.com.

They protect companies and drivers from no fault accidents.
While dash cams can’t prevent accidents alone, they help when
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THE INDUSTRY IS GROWING.
Do you have the employees you
need to grow with it?


Industrial Sales



Sales Management



Operations Management



Marketing Management



Accounting Management



HR Management



Safety Management



C-Level Executives

“
“
“

“We decided to use BIC Recruiting because of their reputation initially.
Once BIC was on board, it became clear that their attention to detail and

level of communication with their clients was exceptional. If someone asks
me about a recruiting service, I will refer that person to BIC Recruiting
every time. Our experience has been that BIC Recruiting always delivers.”

— Laurence Anderson, CEO, ParFab Companies

“BIC Recruiting knows the industry better than anyone and has a broad

network we could tap into. The BIC Recruiting team did an outstanding job
for us and I would definitely recommend them to my peers.”
— Sandy Scott, CEO, Sprint Safety

“If you are serious about acquiring the top management talent in our
industry, BIC Recruiting must be considered. You won’t be disappointed.”

— Jeff Bearden, President, Bayou City Industrial Contractors

For a confidential search, please call
Thomas Brinsko or Hazel Kassu at 281-538-9996.

See open positions at BICRecruiting.com
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Marketing and the Age Old Challenges
of the Construction Industry
B Y

N I C O L E

G U E R R A

W

hat are some of the major challenges facing the construction
industry today? Some industry professionals could argue
that there are four major challenges labor shortages,
stagnant productivity, adoption of new technology, and
safety. The scope and topic of the issue may have changed but
the general themes are quite consistent over time. If the same
general themes continue to arise in the construction market, how
can companies stay ahead and solve these problems quickly? How
can a good marketing plan and team help stay in front of some of
these general challenges and help the construction market turn
them from challenges to opportunities?
Labor is the front line of any construction business and is the face
to the customer on any job. Maintaining and attracting the right
people to your company can be a challenge when the picture
most people think in their heads of construction is outdated. This
is where a company’s marketing team can shift the image and
mentality. A strategic and established content strategy and an
updated online presence can help firms reach a wider audience
to show that the construction industry is seeking a diverse skillset
of talent. Organization leaders commenting on industry news
and innovation on social media platforms are a great start. This
shows the audience that, from top to bottom, the organization is
looking to the future and growing talent internally. This is a huge
selling point to anyone looking for development and succession
planning for their career. Not only can this lead to a successful
workforce, it could lead to a spike in improved productivity for all
future projects.
Reaching this talent can be tricky. A company’s marketing team
would first have to take the pulse of customers and audience.
How are the audience’s needs changing? What do they need from
the organization to see results? How do they measure results?
How can the company message to them and direct their strategic
questions? Is the company’s strategic direction headed in the right
path to meet future customers’ needs?
Market research and customer relationship management
(CRM) tools can help companies lead the way for the team and
customers. Many construction agencies are not using a CRM
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platform to track leads and customers. This is another aspect of
the technology gap that exists in the construction market. A CRM
tool helps monitor results and track performance of marketing and
sales strategy. There is value in performing market segmentation
and SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and theats)
analyses on leads, segments, and competitors. This can help
narrow the message to the right target market and determine the
segments that may be missing that could prove to be valuable
to the business. An afternoon performing SWOT analysis with the
company’s leadership team can bring out not only information
that had not previously been shared but also ideas and strategies
for the future. This leads to new and focused strategies and tactics
and sets up a unified message for the leadership team and all
involved in sales and marketing for the company.
A well thought-out marketing strategy each year should align and
compliment the company’s overall strategy for the year. This is
a key piece of the puzzle that could be a game changer for any
construction company looking to change and upgrade their
current status quo. It is easy to fall in the trap of mimicking what
the competition is doing in the marketing space but that approach
may not necessarily work for all firms. It will take more work on
the front end but it will produce dividends on the back end and
help companies stay in front of those challenges that have been
around for decades. u

Nicole Guerra has over 15 years of experience managing
diverse engineering and construction projects in the
energy, transportation, and infrastructure sectors. Ms.
Guerra has been involved in the conceptual planning,
cost estimating, execution planning, scheduling,
budgeting, cost control, procurement, and management
of major projects in diverse industries. Ms. Guerra has
held key account management positions providing
superior global project management support for
companies such as Shell Pipeline Company, Claunch &
Miller, Texas Petrochemicals, Aker Solutions Subsea, and FMC Technologies.
At Synergen, Ms. Guerra performs forensic review and analysis of financial,
strategic, technical, and commercial aspects of major engineering and
construction projects and commercial transactions. Ms. Guerra holds a
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering from Texas A&M University and
the University of Houston, in addition to an Executive Master of Business
Administration (MBA) from Tulane University.

IN YOUR

START A CAREER WITH MAREK

FUTURE

AND BECOME A PART OF OUR
STRENGTH FROM WITHIN.

From new construction to remodeling existing structures, our
wide range of services provide employees the opportunity
to work on a variety of projects − including sports stadiums,
hospitals, high rise office buildings, schools, malls and
condominiums − in both indoor and outdoor conditions.

SPECIALIZING IN RENTALS AND SALES OF
HEAVY TIMBER AND LAMINATED MATS
SERVING THE GULF COAST FOR OVER 30 YEARS

1(800) 671 - 0694

WWW . AMERICANMATANDTIMBER . COM

Working at MAREK is not just a job, it’s a career.
Our commitment to employees includes providing
an excellent array of benefits.
•
•
•
•
•

Medical/Dental Insurance
Life Insurance
Disability Insurance
Flexible Spending Accounts
Dependent Care

• Reimbursement Accounts
• 401K Plan with Employer
Matching
• Paid Holidays
• Paid Time Off Program

MAREKBROS.COM

CONSTRUCTION | REAL ESTATE | CORPORATE | ENERGY | EMPLOYMENT | BANKRUPTCY - CREDITORS’ RIGHTS | LITIGATION & ARBITRATION

Andrews Myers brings a wealth
of construction industry
experience and I have been
extremely impressed with their
turnaround time and rates.
-Beau Pollock
President
Trio Electric, LTD
Business Insight from the Ground Up

TOLL–FREE: 866.535.2329 • www.AndrewsMyers.com
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Two Technology Trends
to Help Power Growth
B Y

L A W R E N C E

M .

J A C O B S

N

ot long ago, a small business may have found it
difficult to compete with its larger competitors,
especially those with the financial resources to
develop or purchase advanced technology. In
recent years, however, innovative and relatively
inexpensive apps for laptops and mobile devices have
leveled the playing field by helping small companies
increase productivity with smaller up-front costs.
Harness Cloud Capabilities
“The cloud” is a popular catch phrase that refers to
on-demand computing resources delivered over the
Internet. Instead of buying, installing, and maintaining
hardware, software, and servers, companies may be able
to pay for cloud-based business tools by subscription or
on a pay-per-use basis. Of course, this requires a speedy
and reliable Internet connection, which is less likely to be
a problem today than in the past.
Why Are More Small Businesses Moving Many Of
Their Computing Functions To The Cloud?
• Cloud services allow businesses to scale technology
infrastructure up or down quickly to help meet
business demands and facilitate growth.
• Cloud applications can make it easier, faster, and
less expensive for small businesses to keep their
technological capabilities up-to-date and take
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•

•

•

advantage of cutting-edge features.
For disaster planning and business continuation
purposes, companies are able to back up some or all
of their data operations in the cloud instead of paying
for off-site hardware and storage.
Cloud services may offer more security than small
companies could provide on their own, especially
if their technology budgets are limited. On the
other hand, companies with highly sensitive data
— and those that must meet stringent compliance
regulations — may be better off with a private
network.
Owners and employees can access company data
with laptops or mobile devices and work from any
location with an Internet connection.

Adopt a Mobile Mindset
Small-business owners and their employees aren’t
the only ones spending more time on mobile devices.
Growing smartphone use overall means it’s now possible
to reach customers wherever they might be at the time.
For this reason, marketing and advertising efforts that
target mobile devices are quickly becoming the norm.
And keep in mind that if your company website isn’t
optimized for mobile, potential customers may keep
searching until they find a competing site that they can
view and navigate more conveniently.

Of course, it’s always important to weigh the potential
benefits and risks, and to consider contractual
obligations carefully before committing to any major
technology investment. u

Become a partner on the
journey to world-class safety.

This information is not intended as tax, legal, investment, or retirement
advice or recommendations, and it may not be relied on for the purpose of
avoiding any federal tax penalties. You are encouraged to seek advice from
an independent professional advisor. The content is derived from sources
believed to be accurate. Neither the information presented nor any opinion
expressed constitutes a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security.

Construction Coalition for a Drugand Alcohol-Free Workplace

Lawrence Jacobs is an Investment Adviser
Representative with the Principal Financial Group
in the Houston office. Lawrence has specialized in
financial planning for individuals and assisting
business
owners
with
employee
benefits,
retirement planning and insurance solutions
for nearly twenty years. He can be reached at
(713) 496-3165 and Jacobs.Lawrence@principal.com.

Take the pledge to maintain a drugand alcohol- free workplace at
www.drugfreeconstruction.org.
Together we can work toward the
goal of zero-incident jobsites.
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T

he construction industry is one that is constantly evolving,
and it’s no surprise that technology is taking charge of the
future. G-TEX Construction, a commercial and industrial
contractor based in Cypress, Texas, knows that technology

is an important addition to construction sites, and has grown to
become a leading innovator in site preparation.
G-TEX Construction has a track record of delivering exceptional,
technologically-advanced work in earthmoving, paving solutions,
and Low-Impact Development (LID) storm water mitigation for
their clients. In addition to their impressive equipment, G-TEX
Construction manages projects from initial design to ultimate
completion. The team is able to provide civil construction
services by utilizing the latest GPS and 3D automatic machine
technology. Whether working on simple planes and scopes or
complex contour designs, the technologies G-TEX uses allow

them to boost grade efficiency by 200%, helping them get more
done in less time and cost.
The Komatsu 3D dozer, a factory-integrated grade control
system, is able to improve productivity by using blade movements
in both fine grading and production dozing applications. This
type of equipment is what G-TEX uses to perform site prep,
commercial and industrial development, pad construction, land
improvement, plains, and slopes. This dozer can eliminate the
need for a full-time survey crew on the jobsite. When the dozer
is paired with other equipment, such as excavators, the dozer
operator can accurately check grades, provide cuts and fills as
well as line work for the excavator operator to follow. The other
benefit of Komatsu’s integrated GPS dozers are the fact that
there are no external masts on the blade. This prevents costly
damage to sensitive GPS equipment, such as bend masts or
damage to external cables that other manufactures use on their
equipment. Komatsu load sensing hydraulics coupled with the
ease of use that Topcon machine control provides the operator
boost production and efficiency.
“We are always looking for new equipment that will help
us improve production, efficiency and safety,” says Michael
Groschke, President. “Our fleets are customized with technology
from all areas of the world and improves the way we work and
helps perform our tasks safely, reducing the need for excess
labor and resulting in overall cost savings for our clients.”
G-TEX has the ability to quickly deploy a Topcon rover and
immediately start staking out for building corners, property
lines, utilities, and grade management to greatly increase
productivity while lowering cost. This rover also allows G-TEX to
quickly design a surface model on the fly, without having to go
back to the office to make a similar model for machine control.
“We save thousands of dollars by doing our own layout when
compared to hiring a traditional survey crew,” says Groschke.
“The Topcon rover setup helps reduce cost by having the
ability to set site control points at any location needed. The
system allows the field crew to measure control points and
simultaneously download the data to a USB drive. This field
measurement data is then uploaded to an Online Positioning
User Service (OPUS) that the National Geographic Survey has
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made available. OPUS then outputs the northing, easting and
elevation data that the base station needs to tell the dozer
where it is in the world. The entire process can happen in less
than 2 days when compared to 5 to 7 days that a traditional
survey crew might take. This technology allows us to perform all
these tasks in-house with only one field crew member.”
With the use of a 3D drone, G-TEX is able to take photos of a
jobsite and then transfer them into a three-hundred and sixty
degree interactive presentation, making it easier for clients
to see their scope of work and for the G-TEX team to address
specific needs and requests. The ability to properly see a jobsite
being worked on and to develop a clear path forward is because
of the technology G-TEX has at their fingertips. G-TEX can launch
a drone on a jobsite and live stream the high-definition video
feed to anyone anywhere in the world with a smart phone or
computer. This allows decision makers to identify problems on
a jobsite and quickly make recommendations without having
to do a site visit, saving time and money. The drone also can
perform volumetric takeoffs, allowing for easy topographic
survey of stockpiles and berms to identify quantities. Using a
drone for stockpile takeoffs is safer and more accurate than
traditional survey crews. Climbing up and down stockpiles has
the potential for injury. Survey crews usually only take minimal
shots on stockpiles resulting in inaccurate quantities. The drone
can take a topo shot every 2 inches if needed to generate a
highly detailed 3D surface model increasing the accuracy of the
takeoff.
“We are proud to provide exceptional customer service and focus
on relationship building throughout the entire construction
process,” says Groschke. “With today’s fast-paced construction
environments, I think that customer service sometimes gets left
behind. I want our clients to know that we are here to assist in
getting the job done, no matter what. This level of customer
service not only applies to general contractors, but also
subcontractors and material suppliers.”

between Highway 290 and Grand Parkway, allowing for quick
dispatching of resources. The office staff has grown significantly
and soon their field staff will increase as well to meet operational
demand due to being awarded larger projects.
As a member of Associated Builders and Contractors, G-TEX is
proud to work with fellow members who may need assistance
learning about technology options available to them and how to
make their sites more profitable.
“This growth can be attributed to our customer service, quality
of workmanship and repeat customers,” says Groschke. “I am
excited to see what the future holds for G-TEX and the industry
at large.” u

For G-TEX, technology, customer service, and quality of
workmanship are reasons the company is quickly growing.
Having recently relocated their main office to 17774 Cypress
Rose Hill Rd. in Cypress, the new location is within walking
distance from their fleet yard and still conveniently located
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How Dependency on Technology
is Affecting and Impacting the Construction Industry
B Y

L A U R E N

H A R R E L L

W

hat does a pickup truck, a hydraulic excavator,
and a cell phone have in common? One answer
would be that they are all some type of equipment
that we use either on a construction site or on an
everyday basis. The other answer is that they are all pieces
of technology that didn’t exist one hundred years ago.
Technology is shaping the construction industry in multiple
ways and is constantly evolving. The marriage of jobsite
safety and technology has produced an undeniable drop
in workplace accidents, injuries and deaths. As technology
evolves, this trend will undoubtedly continue. But jobsites
are made up of many different companies with varying
levels of sophistication and abilities. Emerging technologies
can improve jobsite safety, while also describing ways to
allocate responsibility for providing that technology and the
limits of jobsite safety technology.
The use of wearable devices is only just becoming common
on jobsites throughout the country. While identification
badges with barcodes or RFID tags have existed for some
time, these devices are now being used not only to control
and track jobsite access, but also to locate individuals and
count the number of individuals in areas. With sufficient
back-end integration, a project or site manager can look at
a tablet or phone and know not only who is on a jobsite on
a given day, but also what skillsets exist on the site and how
and where those skills can best be used.
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TDIndustries (TD), one of the leading mechanical,
construction and facilities management companies in
the Houston area, uses technology to provide an easy-touse platform for document management and viewing to
increase field productivity and reduce work.
“TD is using quick response (QR) codes to keep plans current,”
says Virtual Design Construction Manager Ty Cassel. “TD
tags each set of drawings with a specific code, and updates
subsequent revisions with a new code. Employees can scan
the QR code and immediately tell if their set of plans is up
to date. It serves as a great time saver and helps prevent
communication error.”
Sensors are now being placed in wristbands, vests and
hardhats to provide data on physical performance. This is
not to make sure people are working hard, but rather to
measure and track data related to fatigue, falls and impacts.
Much like the Apple Watch or similar device on one’s wrist
knows when the wearer stands, sits for too long or needs
to take a deep breath, similar sensors can inform project
and site managers of delayed reactions (fatigue), a sudden
change in elevation or speed (falls), or a sudden impact with
something. Not only can this provide alerts to managers to
take swift action, but preemptive updates can be used to
spell workers showing signs of fatigue before it turns into
fall, an impact or something worse.

Drones and 3D modeling have allowed inspections to
occur safer and faster than ever before. While those
images of brave men inspecting the tops of skyscrapers
under construction in the early 20th century may look
breathtaking (or terrifying, depending on one’s opinion
of heights), it is undeniably faster and safer to keep both
feet on the ground and make inspections using a drone.
Further, use of the drone enables simultaneous capture
of video and photographs and simultaneous viewing by
multiple people. Thus, if an engineer, project manager,
architect and manufacturer all need to examine a particular
installation, it is more easily accomplished watching on a
monitor than everyone trekking to the twentieth story of an
active construction site.

Local.
Knowledgeable.
Experienced.

Even with the technology to drastically increase productivity,
drive collaboration and make everyone’s jobs easier, the
construction industry still lacks the level of progress it’s
capable of achieving. The challenge isn’t about technology
or interoperability. It’s mindset. Until the industry is ready
to embrace the transformation that is inevitable, see the
massive potential for data to change the way construction
works, collaborate and adopt new methods of operating,
nothing will change.

With more than ten lawyers in our Houston office
exclusively dedicated to construction law, we are wellpositioned to help the Greater Houston area grow and
meet the needs of an expanding economy.

Of course, knowing how and where
to start is not always straightforward
or even understood, but the
challenge to the industry is to
begin sharing data more freely.
Adopt an open sharing platform,
be more open with work and see
how it improves communication
across the project teams. Then,
watch as project partners also
start to collaborate more. The best
projects are achieved by teams
who communicate often and share
information regularly. Contractors
have access to amazing technology
that can help collaborate more
freely today than ever before. Take
the first step and watch where it
takes the company. u
Excerpts from:
Moore, Chris. 2019. Construction Executive.
h t t p s : //c o n s t r u c t i o n e x e c . c o m /a r t i c l e /
t h e - co n s t r u c t i o n - i n d us t r y - p o i s e d -f o rconstructible-change
Lambert, Jason. 2019. Construction Executive.
h t t p s : //c o n s t r u c t i o n e x e c . c o m /a r t i c l e /
technology-contracts-and-jobsite-safety

Kilpatrick Townsend is nationally recognized for our
experience in construction and public contracts law. Our
attorneys are leaders in dealing with complex construction
matters throughout the U.S. and overseas. We advise
clients on a full range of construction law issues, including
planning, permitting, financing, environmental compliance,
negotiating, contract review and drafting, dispute
avoidance and resolution, and litigation.

www.kilpatricktownsend.com
© 2019 Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP

www.meritnow.com

281.464.9430
PROUDLY SERVING
HOUSTON!
Commercial Painting
Wallcovering
Waterproofing
Traffic Coatings
Textured Coatings
Epoxy Flooring
Merit Professional Coatings was founded
in 1994 and built on the commitment that
we will do whatever it takes to exceed our
clients’ expectations.
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SA F ETY

Invasive Trends: Clients Who Want
Your Employee’s Medical Records For “Safety Reasons”
B Y

T A R A

M A R I A

D

avid B. had slipped off a ladder and, after he recovered his
balance, he realized his ankle hurt. His foreman took him
to the clinic and after seeing the doctor, the employee was
able to return to work…it was just a sore muscle. Normally,
that’s the end of it. First aid. No lost time. No restrictions. Full
release to return to work.
So, why did a minor event turn into unexpected drama?
Because the General Contractor’s (GC's) safety manager wanted
more than the employer’s verification that the employee was
released to work. The safety manager wanted the employee’s
medical record for his safety recordkeeping.
His logic? It appeared to be the result of Googling whether
or not HIPAA applied to Worker Compensation cases. If you
Google that topic, here’s what pops up:

•

A M A V I

In quoting an article from the Jackson Lewis law firm (2011)
on an ADA/EEOC matter, we find “…Title I of the Americans
with Disabilities Act [ADA] requires that all information
obtained regarding the medical condition or [medical]
history of an…employee must be treated as confidential
medical records…These requirements apply to confidential
medical information from any applicant or employee and
are not limited to individuals with disabilities.”

The article on the ADA case goes on to ask: “Is the ADA the
only concern?” The author’s answer demonstrates that, far
from being unprotected, an employee’s medical information is
protected by several laws and regulations.

“The HIPAA Privacy Rule does not apply to entities that are
either workers’ compensation insurers, workers’ compensation
administrative agencies, or employers, except to the extent
they may otherwise be covered entities.”

In the Jackson-Lewis article quoted above, the author shares
that when the employee complained his medical records
were wrongfully disclosed, even though they were released
in response to a legal subpoena (emphasis mine), the EEOC
determined the employer had violated the ADA by disclosing the
employee’s medical records without the employee’s knowledge
or consent.

This information apparently led the GC’s safety manager to
conclude that any medical record arising out of a work-related
incident is not protected under HIPAA, or any other rules of
privacy, and that the employer is not a “covered entity” and
therefore has no authority to withhold the medical record from
the GC. This, however, is not only an erroneous conclusion, it
appears to be a trend, because I have received dozens of phone
calls from subcontractors being pressured to release these
records.

In sum, I know of no scenario in which the safety manager for a
general contractor has any right to the actual medical records
of any person who is not his own employee. This appears to
be overreach and, if an employer did release the records, he
may likely be breaking privacy laws governing the employeremployee relationship. Please don’t take my word for it; while
I am a regulatory expert, I am not an attorney. Please check
with your attorney the next time you are pressured to release
confidential employee data for “safety reasons”.

The error in the safety manager’s thinking was the conclusion
he drew that HIPAA gave a “free for all” status to work-related
medical records. This is not true. On closer examination we
find:

For more information about privacy laws, you can go to the
Office for Civil Rights website located at https://www.hhs.gov/
ocr/index.html and, from that homepage, click on the button
labeled “Health Information Privacy”. u

•

Under HIPAA, the physician and the employer have a duty
to protect the confidentiality of medical information arising
from a work-related injury. The “pass” HIPAA gives is very
limited.

•

HIPAA only allows the medical provider and the employer
to share information needed to process payment of the
medical claims through the worker compensation insurer
without the employee’s consent. This “pass” is for the
limited purpose of paying the medical provider for his
services.

•

HIPAA also requires the medical provider and employer
to share the “Minimum Necessary” to accomplish the
authorized purpose.
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Tara Maria Amavi, is the Founder/President of TCA/
The Compliance Alliance L.P. TCA has provided services
to almost 1000 companies nationwide and TCA’s
predictive analytics software, TCA Instant!, the first of its
kind in construction industry safety, has been ranked
#1 in the world for managing contractor safety by a
Fortune 100 company. The TCA Safety System® is peeracknowledged as a method based upon TCA’s own trade
secrets which gets better results than traditional safety
and, therefore, saves lives. Amavi was named one of Houston’s 50 Most
Influential Women by Houston Woman magazine, and listed as one of Who’s
Who in Safety by Compliance Magazine. A sought after public speaker,
Amavi has appeared on local & national radio and television programs
including five appearances on The BusinessMakers, a radio show previously
hosted by John Beddow & Russ Capper. Ms. Amavi may be contacted at
tara2014@tcamembers.com or 713.263.7661.

I N T HE KNOW

Associated Builders and Contractors named MAREK as its 2018 Contractor of the Year, an award that recognizes
companies for corporate integrity, commitment to safety, professional development and expert craftsmanship.

Associated

Builders

and

Contractors

Names

MAREK

and

Contractors

named

MAREK,

Kellie Vazquez was recently elected as the Secretary/Treasurer

headquartered in Houston, as its 2018 Contractor of the Year,

for the 2019-2020 Executive Board of the Concrete Sawing

an award that recognizes companies for corporate integrity,

and Drilling Association (CSDA). CSDA promotes the use of

commitment to safety, professional development and expert

professional cutting, polishing, imaging and selective demolition

craftsmanship. Mike Holland, chief operating officer of

contractors and their methods.

Contractor of the Year
Associated

Builders

Vice President of Holes Incorporated Elected to Board of
Directors for Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association

MAREK, accepted the honor at the 29th annual Excellence in
Construction® Awards gala during ABC Convention 2019 in

Kellie is following in both

Long Beach, California, March 27.

of her parents’ footsteps
to one day be President of

A leader in the merit shop construction community for decades,

the association where Holes

MAREK was a founding member of the ABC Houston Chapter

works together to help the

and the Dallas-Fort Worth TEXO Chapter, and its executives

construction in regards to

remain active on several ABC committees and boards, including

safety and training.

the ABC PAC and the Free Enterprise Alliance. MAREK is also
is an ABC Accredited Quality Contractor with STEP Diamond

WorleyParsons Completes

safety performance status.

Acquisition of Jacobs ECR
Division

Started by three brothers as a small residential drywall

On April 26, WorleyParsons

company in the late 1930s, MAREK has grown to be one of

announced it has completed

the largest commercial specialty contractors in the South

the $32 billion acquisition

with more than 1,500 employees and seven regional offices.

of Jacobs ECR. The new

The company remains a family-owned business, now run by

merged business is a pre-

second-generation partners Stan Marek, chief executive officer,

eminent global provider of

and Bruce and Paul Marek, executive vice presidents.

professional
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project

and

Foundation Drilling
Industrial • Commercial • Residential

Toll Free Number:
877-823-2352
www.battendrilling.com
Gulf Coast Stabilized Materials LLC
A Lehigh Hanson Co.

HEIDELBURGCEMENT GROUP

Dana Osborne

Vice President / General Manager
Main: (281) 491-7376
Direct: (281) 275-4627
Cell: (281) 844-4535
Fax: (281) 491-2756
P.O. Box 1830
Sugar Land, TX 77487-1830
Email: dana.osborne@lehighhanson.com

Contractors Are
Our Business
Give James Alexander a call today, or visit us
online and see how we can help you with your next
construction loan.
James Alexander, EVP Commercial Lending
281-318-4602 |

Safety Services Provided:
• Safety Program Development
• Safety Audits & Gap Analysis
• Incident Investigation & Case Management
• Safety Training & Personnel Development
• OSHA Compliance Audits
• Client & Contractor Pre-Qualification
• Personnel Profile Management
• Administrative Support & Recordkeeping

YOU FIRST

Full Circle Safety Program Support & Management
281-979-2712

FFIN.com

www.csc-safety.com

Max Rodgers
5322 West Bellfort, Suite 107, Houston, TX 77035

Structural Wood Systems

T 713.666.2229
F 713.666.2516
C 713.705.4010
800.392.0629
www.rmrodgers.com

max@rmrodgers.com

A

Custom Timber Roof Structures
Glued Laminated Construction
“Lock-Deck” T&G Roof Decking
CLT – Cross-Laminated Timber

Construction System Reps, Distributors, Subs

pollo Construction inc
General Contractor

P.O. Box 1569
Stafford, Texas 77497-1569

Chris Conner

Office (281) 495-8400
Fax (281) 495-1655
Email: cconner@apolloconstructionco.com
www.apolloconstructionco.com
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Mayor of Houston, Sylvester Turner, and City of Houston elected officials presented ABC Greater Houston chairman
Brandon Mabile and President Russell Hamley with a Proclamation recognizing the chapter's 50 year anniversary.

asset services in energy, chemicals and resources employing

workers who could perform multiple tasks, ABC members were

57,600 people across 51 countries.

able to successfully make it into the marketplace.

The operating structure announced in February of four business

The focus of ABC Greater Houston has remained on training

units: advisian, energy and chemical services, mining, minerals

members, safety, and political advocacy to give members what

and metals services and major projects and integrated solutions,

they want and need. ABC also puts forth the initiative to recruit

was effective from completion. The transition process for

more people into the construction field in order to increase

combining the business into a cohesive, merged new company

trained skilled manpower in the industry, and continues to work

is underway following a period of extensive planning.

towards this goal.

ABC of Greater Houston Celebrates 50 Years of Continued

The chapter celebrated its 50 years anniversary on April 25 at

Support of the Construction Industry

the Crystal Ballroom in the Rice Hotel. Mayor Sylvester Turner,

Founded in 1969, the Associated Builders and Contractors

Matthew Conner, representing Congressman Michael McCaul,

of Greater Houston chapter today serves several hundred

and Houston City Council Members Brenda Stardig, Robert

commercial

Gallegos, Mike Laster, Mike Knox, David Robinson, and Jack

and

industrial

contractors,

suppliers,

and

construction associates.

Christie were also in attendance.

On May 27, 1969, Marvin Woodfin of Brown & Root in Houston,

Sen. Ted Cruz Meets with ABC Members at Local Jobsite

ABC Greater Houston’s first chapter President, gathered nearly

Members of Associated Builders and Contractors of Greater

200 general contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers from

Houston welcomed Sen. Ted Cruz on April 16 at the Village of

Houston and surrounding areas for a rally that was months in

Southampton jobsite in Central Houston. Cruz discussed his

the making, aimed at setting up a chapter in the area.

Education Freedom Scholarships and Opportunity Act with
ABC members at the site, being built by general contractor,

ABC broke through the barriers in the workforce and open

SpawGlass Construction, at 5020 Kelvin Dr., a neighborhood

shop contractors began winning more and more contracts. By

adjacent to West University Place and Rice University.

efficient bidding and providing a sufficient number of skilled
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HOHMANN & BARNARD

PROD UCT
COM PATIBILITY

GUARANTEED
When sourcing products from multiple
suppliers, incompatibility between materials
can compromise the air & vapor barrier system.
HOHMANN & BARNARD has developed a new
line of anchors, non-asphaltic flashings and
mastics extensively testing them with their
ENVIRO-BARRIER™ air & vapor barrier to
GUARANTEE product compatibility and integrity
of the wall system. Let Hohmann & Barnard
be your single source provider and

a wall that
will not be compromised.

Backed by a

10 YEAR
SYS TEM WARRANTY

www.h-b.com
800.645.0616

New and Improved
Strike Plate!

First of its kind and adjustable
Do you manage multi-family properties? Do strike plates and door
jambs shift out of plumb? Do wooden door jambs decay over time?
IF YOU ANSWERED YES to any of the above questions, then
replace non-compliant door jambs and Increase Your Profits. For purchasing
please contact us at ejajr2@yahoo.com or give us a call at (817) 503-5714

4725 Melita Ave. | Fort Worth, TX 76133

www.door-jamb.com

Commercial Contractors Since 1978
METAL FRAMING • DRYWALL • ACOUSTICAL • PRE-FABRICATION

DALLAS • FORT WORTH
AUSTIN • HOUSTON

Our goal is to help you implement an effective OSHA compliance program,
accident prevention program, and to help protect your company assets.
•
•
•
•

Monthly Safety Meetings
Company Safety Programs
Office Support
OSHA Surprise Inspection

•
•
•
•

Pre-Construction Meetings
Employee New Hire Orientation
Accident Investigations
Safety Inspections

Safety Training: OSHA 10 & 30 Hour, First Aid CPR, Aerial Lift, Forklift, Confined Space,
Scaffolding, Silica, Fire Extinguisher, Fall Protection, Hazard Communication(GHS), Bottle
Watch, Fire Watch, HAZWOPER 8/24/40 and much more!

Please feel free to contact us at: (713) 775-7163 or
by email @ henry@hpsafetyconsulting.com

Jake Marcisz
8015 Dunlap Houston, TX 77074
Phone 713-771-2800
Fax 713-771-3044

800.460.2060

WWW.BLACKMONMOORING.COM

Cell 832-435-5234
Email jake@hmdbuilders.com
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Aggregate Technologies accepting their fourth EIC Eagle

Sen. Ted Cruz Meets with ABC Members at the

award from Associated Builders and Contractors

Village of Southampton jobsite in Central Houston.

Cruz’s proposal would expand elementary, secondary, and

project was emergency demolition work on the I-69/Texas 59

vocational education options available to all students and

San Jacinto river bridge demolition after it sustained damage

would provide a federal tax credit that encourages individuals

during Hurricane Harvey. Previous EIC awards were for removal

and businesses to donate to nonprofit scholarship funds

of concrete precast walls from downtown Houston and Texas

for individual students’ education. This bill would encourage

Medical center high rises, and for emergency wharf repair at

scholarships for career and technical education, apprenticeships,

the port of Houston.

certifications, and other forms of workforce training for postsecondary students. This proposed bill provides skilled training

The firm has relocated David Rogers, Vice President, from

opportunities for those entering the workforce for the first time,

the Houston headquarters to Baton Rouge to better serve

or returning to school for further education.

customers in the Louisiana Gulf Coast region. u

The Village of Southampton, the jobsite Cruz toured, will be an
18-story, high rise senior living and assisted living facility that is
expected to open in spring 2020. The project is expected to be
over 340,000 square feet and offer 205 total units.
Aggregate Technologies Opens New Office in Baton Rouge
Aggregate Technologies, Inc. (ATI) has expanded with the
opening of a new office in Baton Rouge, LA. The Houstonbased specialty construction firm provides concrete cutting,
hydrodemolition, pile cutting, core drilling, and wall sawing to
varied industries in Texas and the Gulf Coast.
With a commitment to safety and innovative solutions, ATI most
recently was awarded its fourth Excellence in Construction (EIC)
Eagle award from Associated Builders and Contractors. The
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VISIT US ONLINE!

NEW POSTS WEEKLY
BUSINESS

The latest management trends,
ﬁnance news, HR policies,
insurance, marketing tips and
advice for construction leadership.

TECHNOLOGY

Expert guidance in technology to
boost productivity.

WORKFORCE

Labor management, career
opportunities, education, and
leadership development.

SAFETY

Learn the latest jobsite safety and
risk management strategies.

LEGAL

Legislative and regulatory news,
dispute resolution and contract
best practices.
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OUR WORK IS MORE THAN
EARTH MOVING!
Founded in 1973, we are
dedicated to creating value for
customers who depend on a
turnkey solution with worry-free
reliability. We offer resources
that are qualified, capable and
committed to support any Project
Group in achieving its mission,
goals and objectives.

Clearing & Grubbing
Mass Excavation & Embankment
Underground Piping Systems
Soil Stabilization
Asphalt Paving
Turnkey Railroad Construction

TRACKING
ERO
©

ZERO ACCIDENTS IS OUR GOAL

HOUSTON • SAN ANTONIO
(281) 445-2070
WWW.WTBYLER.COM

